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Abstract—Cell-free massive MIMO communications is an
emerging network technology for 5G wireless communications
wherein distributed multi-antenna access points (APs) serve
many users simultaneously. Most prior work on cell-free massive
MIMO systems assume time-division duplexing mode, although
frequency-division duplexing (FDD) systems dominate current
wireless standards. The key challenges in FDD massive MIMO
systems are channel-state information (CSI) acquisition and
feedback overhead. To address these challenges, we exploit the so-
called angle reciprocity of multipath components in the uplink
and downlink, so that the required CSI acquisition overhead
scales only with the number of served users, and not the number
of AP antennas nor APs. We propose a low complexity multipath
component estimation technique and present linear angle-of-
arrival (AoA)-based beamforming/combining schemes for FDD-
based cell-free massive MIMO systems. We analyze the perfor-
mance of these schemes by deriving closed-form expressions for
the mean-square-error of the estimated multipath components,
as well as expressions for the uplink and downlink spectral
efficiency. Using semi-definite programming, we solve a max-
min power allocation problem that maximizes the minimum user
rate under per-user power constraints. Furthermore, we present a
user-centric (UC) AP selection scheme in which each user chooses
a subset of APs to improve the overall energy efficiency of the
system. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed multi-
path component estimation technique outperforms conventional
subspace-based and gradient-descent based techniques. We also
show that the proposed beamforming and combining techniques
along with the proposed power control scheme substantially
enhance the spectral and energy efficiencies with an adequate
number of antennas at the APs.
Index Terms—FDD mode, cell-free massive MIMO, multi-
path component estimation, array signal processing, angle-based
beamforming/combining, power control.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the growing demand on high data-rate wireless com-
munications, fifth generation (5G) cellular mobile communi-
cations has emerged as the latest generation to offer 1000-
fold capacity enhancement over current fourth generation (4G)
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) systems with reduced latency. To
achieve this aggressive goal, massive multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) and network densification are promising 5G
wireless technologies that improve the capacity of cellular sys-
tems by 1) scaling up the number of antennas in a conventional
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MIMO system by orders of magnitude [2], [3], and 2) reducing
path-loss and reusing spectrum [4] efficiently.
Although massive MIMO and network densification bring
forward several advantages, the performance of cellular net-
works is limited by inter-cell interference (ICI) and frequent
handovers for fast moving users. In particular, users close to
the cell edge suffer from strong interference.
Cell-free (CF) massive MIMO has recently been considered
as a practical and useful embodiment of network MIMO
that can potentially reduce such inter-cell interference through
coherent cooperation between base stations [5]–[8]. In cell-
free massive MIMO, the serving antennas are distributed over
a large area. Distributed systems can potentially provide higher
coverage probability than co-located massive MIMO due to
their ability to efficiently exploit diversity against shadow fad-
ing effects, at the cost of increased backhaul requirements [9].
According to [8], “cell-free” massive MIMO implies that,
from a user perspective during data transmission, all access
points (APs) cooperate to jointly serve the end-users; hence
there are no cell boundaries and no inter-cell interference in
the data transmission. The APs are connected to a central
processing unit (CPU) via a backhaul link. This approach, with
simple signal processing, can effectively control ICI, leading
to significant improvements in spectral and energy efficiency
over the cellular systems [5]–[9].
The main challenge in deploying cell-free networks lies
mainly in acquiring sufficiently accurate channel state infor-
mation (CSI) so that the APs can simultaneously transmit
(receive) signals to (from) all user equipments (UEs) and
cancel interference in the spatial domain. The conventional
approach of sending downlink (DL) pilots and letting the UEs
feed back channel estimates is unscalable since the feedback
load is proportional to the number of APs. Therefore, to reduce
the signaling overhead [10], [11], channel reciprocity can be
exploited in time-division duplex (TDD) mode so that each
AP only needs to estimate the uplink CSI.
An attractive alternative to consider is frequency-division
duplexing (FDD) based cell-free massive MIMO systems for
the following reasons: 1) channel reciprocity in TDD mode
might not be accurate due to calibration errors in radio
frequency (RF) chains [12], 2) with the lack of downlink
training symbols in TDD systems, users may not be able
to acquire instantaneous CSI, and thus system performance
will deteriorate in detecting and decoding the intended signals,
3) while TDD operation is preferable at sub-6 GHz massive
MIMO, in millimeter wave (mmWave) bands FDD may be
equally good since the angular parameters of the channel
are reciprocal over a wide bandwidth [13], and 4) FDD
systems dominate current wireless communications and have
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2many benefits such as lower cost and greater coverage than
TDD [14].
On the other hand, FDD-based cell-free massive MIMO sys-
tems still suffer from CSI acquisition and feedback overhead
since the amount of downlink CSI feedback scales linearly
with the number of antennas [15] and the number of APs in
cell-free massive MIMO system. However, we can still benefit
from 1) angle reciprocity, which holds true for FDD systems
as long as the uplink and downlink carrier frequencies are
not too far from each other (less than several GHz [16]),
and 2) angle coherence time which is much longer than the
conventional channel coherence time [17] where the channel
angle information can be regarded as unchanged. Hence, angle
information is essential in FDD-based cell-free massive MIMO
systems. Therefore, a low complexity estimation approach that
can efficiently estimate the angle information is required.
A. Related Work
Much of the recent interest in cell-free massive MIMO
systems has focused mainly on TDD-mode only [5]–[9], [18]–
[21]. In [5], a cell-free system is considered and algorithms
for power optimization and linear precoding are analyzed.
Compared with the conventional small-cell scheme, cell-free
massive MIMO can yield more than ten-fold improvement
in terms of outage rate. While in [6], the APs perform
multiplexing/de-multiplexing through conjugate beamforming
in the downlink and matched filtering in the uplink.
In [7], a cell-free massive MIMO downlink is considered,
wherein a large number of distributed multiple-antenna APs
serve many single-antenna users. A distributed conjugate
beamforming scheme is applied at each AP via the use of
local CSI. Spectral efficiency and energy efficiency are studied
while considering channel estimation error and power control.
In [18], [19], cell-free and user-centric architectures at
mmWave frequencies are considered. A multiuser clustered
channel model is introduced, and an uplink multiuser chan-
nel estimation scheme is described along with hybrid ana-
log/digital beamforming architectures. Moreover, in [19], the
non-convex problem of power allocation for downlink global
energy efficiency maximization is addressed. In [20], an
uplink TDD-based cell-free massive MIMO system is con-
sidered. Geometric programming GP is used to sub-optimally
solve a quasi-linear max–min signal-to-interference-and-noise
ratio (SINR) problem.
Angle estimation has been studied in other wireless net-
works without considering cell-free massive MIMO networks
(see e.g. [16], [22]–[30]). For instance, subspace-based angle
estimation algorithms, such as multiple signal classification
(MUSIC), estimation of signal parameters via rotational in-
variance technique (ESPRIT) and their extensions have gained
interest in the array processing community due to their high
resolution angle estimation capability [22]–[24]. Their applica-
tions in massive MIMO systems and MIMO systems for angle
estimation have been presented in [25]–[28]. Unfortunately,
the classical MUSIC and ESPRIT schemes are not suitable for
mmWave communications due to the following main reasons:
1) They have high computational complexity mainly due to
the singular value decomposition (SVD) operation on channels
with massive number of antennas; 2) They are considered
as blind estimation techniques originally targeted for radar
applications, and do not make full use of training sequences
in wireless communication systems.
In [16], [29], [30], an AoA estimation scheme for a conven-
tional mmWave massive MIMO system with a uniform planar
array at the base station is presented. The initial AoAs of
each uplink path are estimated through the two-dimensional
discrete Fourier transform (2D-DFT), and then the estimation
accuracy is further enhanced via an angle rotation technique.
In the present work, we extend the AoA estimation technique
of [16], [29], [30], adapt it to the context of FDD-based cell-
free massive MIMO, and employ it to estimate another channel
multipath component, namely large-scale fading. Using these
estimated components, we leverage from the angle coherence
time and angle-reciprocity to propose low-complexity angle-
based beamforming/combining schemes and power control
algorithms for downlink and uplink directions.
In [31], a multipath component estimation technique and
base station cooperation scheme based on the multipath com-
ponents for the FDD-based cell-free massive MIMO systems
are presented. However, no closed-form expression of the
mean-square-error (MSE) of the considered multipath estima-
tion is presented.
B. Contributions of the Paper
In this work, we consider a cell-free massive MIMO system
with multiple antennas at each AP operating in FDD mode that
do not require any feedback from the user. All APs cooperate
via a backhaul network to jointly transmit signals to all users
in the same time-frequency resources. By exploiting angle
reciprocity, APs can acquire multipath component information
from the uplink pilot signals using array signal processing
techniques. The contributions of this paper are:
1) We propose a multipath component estimation for the AoA
and large-scale fading coefficients based on the DFT oper-
ation and log-likelihood function with reduced overhead. In
particular, we leverage from the observation that the angle-
of-departures (AoDs) and the large scale fading components
vary more slowly than path gains [17], as well as from the
property of angle-reciprocity. We further derive a closed-
form expression for the MSE of the estimated channel mul-
tipath components. Both theoretical and numerical results
are provided to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
methods. These schemes are shown to provide a substantial
enhancement over the gradient-based [31] and the classical
subspace-based [22], [23] multipath component estimation
in terms of MSE of the estimated AoA and large-scale
fading coefficients since the MSE of the proposed DFT-
based estimator coincides with that of the ML estimator.
2) We propose linear angle-based beamforming/combining
techniques for the downlink/uplink transmission that incor-
porate the estimated AoA and large-scale fading compo-
nents. Interestingly, the proposed schemes scale only with
the number of served users rather than the total number
of serving antennas, and need to be updated every angle
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Figure 1. Cell-free massive MIMO system model
coherence time. Therefore, the impact of signaling overhead
is substantially reduced with the proposed schemes.
3) We derive closed-form expressions for the spectral efficien-
cies for the FDD-based cell-free massive MIMO downlink
and uplink with finite numbers of APs and users. Our analy-
sis takes into account the proposed beamforming/combining
techniques and the effect of multipath estimation errors.
4) We propose a solution to the max-min power control
problem by formulating it as a standard semi-definite pro-
gramming (SDP) approach. The proposed max-min power
control maximizes the smallest rate of all users within the
angle-coherence time-scale. In addition, we present a user-
centric AP selection scheme to further enhance the energy
efficiency of the system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system
model for the FDD-based cell-free massive MIMO network
is described in Section II. In Section III, the proposed mul-
tipath components estimation is introduced. In Section IV,
the proposed beamforming and combining techniques are
presented. Moreover, spectral efficiency analysis is introduced
in Section V. Case studies with numerical results are simulated
and analyzed based on the proposed schemes in Section VII.
Section VIII concludes the paper.
Notation: Bold upper case, bold lower case, and lower case
letters correspond to matrices, vectors, and scalars, respec-
tively. Scalar norms, vector L2 norms, and Frobenius norms,
are denoted by |·|, ‖·‖, and ‖·‖F, respectively. E[·], (·)T,
(·)∗, (·)H, P⊥, and tr(·) stand for expected value, transpose,
complex conjugate, Hermitian, orthogonal projection matrix,
and the trace of a matrix. X† stands for the pseudo-inverse
(XHX)−1XH. In addition, X  0 is used to indicate that X is
a positive semi-definite matrix. [x]i represents ith element of a
vector x. CN (0, σ2n) refers to a circularly-symmetric complex
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ2n.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As shown in Fig. 1, we consider an FDD-based cell-free
massive MIMO system having M APs, each equipped with a
uniform linear array (ULA) of N antennas, serving K users
with single antennas. We assume a geometric channel model
with L propagation paths [16], [31]. Moreover, AoAs (or
AoDs), large-scale fading and small-scale fading coefficients
are called the multipath components of the channel. Due to
angle reciprocity in FDD systems [16], and frequency in-
dependency, we assume that 1) the uplink AoA and downlink
AoD are similar, and 2) the uplink and downlink large-
scale fading coefficients (slow fading and distant-dependent
path loss components) are similar [32], [33]. However, uplink
and downlink small-scale fading coefficients in FDD systems
are distinct since they are frequency dependent [32], [33].
Therefore, the N × 1 channel vectors can be expressed as
[16], [31]
h =
√
1
L
L∑
l=1
√
βlαla(φl), (1)
where αl ∼ CN (0, 1) is the complex gain of the lth path
that represents the small-scale Rayleigh fading, and βl is the
large-scale fading coefficient that accounts for path-loss and
shadowing effects. The variable φl ∈ [0, 2pi] is the angle
of arrival of the lth path. The array steering vector a (φl)
is defined as a (φl) = 1√N
[
1, ejη sin(φl),. . . ,ej(N−1)η sin(φl)
]T
,
where η = 2piuλ , u is the antenna spacing, and λ is the
channel wavelength (Note that we also define υl = η sin (φl)).
Equivalently, the channel vector in (1) can be expressed in
matrix-vector form as
h =
√
1
L
ABα, (2)
where
AN×L = [a (φ1) , . . . ,a (φL)],
BL×L = diag(
√
β1, . . . ,
√
βL), and
αL×1 = [α1, . . . , αL]T. (3)
As mentioned previously, the quantities α are dependent
on frequency; however B and A are constant with respect to
frequency over an angle-coherence time interval (as discussed
in subsection III-D).
To model a realistic system where we have non-ideal angle
reciprocity, we assume that the differences between uplink
and downlink multipath components, υ˜u/dl and β˜
u/d
l , are i.i.d.
random variables with zero mean and variance σ2υ , σ
2
β  1
[34].
A. Uplink Training
Let pk ∈ C1×τ be the uplink (UL) pilot signal sent by the
kth user composed of τ symbols with unit norm. All pilot
sequences used by different users are assumed to be pairwise
orthogonal, since the angle coherence time is much longer than
the conventional channel coherence time [17]. Therefore, we
can assign a sufficiently large number to τ such that τ ≥ K
holds true.
Therefore, the received signal Ymk ∈ CN×τ at the mth AP
sent by the kth user is given by
Ymk =
√
ρhmkpk + Nmk, (4)
where ρ is the uplink transmit power and the entries [Nmk]n,i
of the additive white Gaussian noise matrix Nmk ∈ CN×τ
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) CN (0, σ2n)
random variables. Multiplying (4) by pHk and collecting T
4samples, we have
Ymk(t)p
H
k =
√
ρ
L
AmkBmkαmk(t) + Nmkp
H
k
=
√
ρAmkdmk(t) + n¯mk, t = 1, . . . , T, (5)
where dmk = 1√LBmkαmk and n¯mk = Nmkp
H
k ∼
CN (0N×1, σ2nIN ). Then, the T samples of (5) are collected
in a matrix form as
Y¯mk =
√
ρHmk + N¯mk =
√
ρAmkDmk + N¯mk, (6)
where Y¯mk = [Ymk(1)pHk , . . . ,Ymk(T )p
H
k ], Hmk =
[hmk(1), . . . ,hmk(T )], Dmk = [dmk(1), . . . ,dmk(T )], and
N¯mk = [n¯mk(1), . . . , n¯mk(T )].
The multipath components estimation is performed in a
distributed fashion, in which each AP independently estimates
the multipath components to the K users. The APs do not
cooperate on the multipath components estimation, and no
estimates need to be shared among the APs.
B. Downlink Payload Data Transmission
The APs, based on the estimated multipath components,
independently apply N × 1 beamforming vector wˆmk to trans-
mit signals to the K users. Moreover, APs do not cooperate
on the beamforming vectors. The transmit DL signal from the
mth AP is given by
xm =
√
ρd
K∑
k=1
wˆmks
d
k, (7)
where sdk is the data symbol for the kth user satisfying
E[|sdk|2] = 1, and ρd is the maximum transmit power satisfy-
ing, E[||xm||22] ≤ ρd. It can be noted here that the multiplexing
order is equal to 1.
Then, the received downlink signal at the kth user is given
by
rdk =
M∑
m=1
hHmkxm + n
d
k
=
√
ρd
M∑
m=1
hHmkwˆmks
d
k︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
+
√
ρd
K∑
j 6=k
M∑
m=1
hHmkwˆmjs
d
j︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
+ndk,
(8)
where ndk ∼ CN (0, 1) is the additive noise at the kth user.
Note that the received signal can be decomposed into three
parts: 1) desired signal part (S), 2) interference part (I), and
3) noise ndk. Moreover, the kth user can detect signal s
d
k from
rdk .
C. Uplink Payload Data Transmission
In the uplink, all K users simultaneously send their data
symbols suk, where E
{|suk|2} = 1, to the APs. It can be noted
here that the multiplexing order is equal to 1. The received
UL signal at the mth AP is given by
yum =
√
ρu
K∑
k=1
hmks
u
k + n
u
m, (9)
where ρu is the uplink transmit power and num is additive noise
at the mth AP. The noise entries ([num]i) are modeled as i.i.d.
CN (0, σ2n). The received signal is multiplied by the N × 1
Table I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Number of APs, and number of antennas per AP M,N
Total number of users K
Number of paths L
Channel gain for the mth AP and kth user hmk
Angular steering vector for the lth path a(φl)
Angular steering matrix for the mth AP and kth user Amk
Large scale fading matrix Bmk
Small scale fading vector αmk
N ×N DFT matrix FN
combiner vˆmk at each AP where the resulting signal is sent
to the CPU through a backhaul to detect the signal. The CPU
will receive
ruk =
M∑
m=1
vˆHmky
u
m =
K∑
k′=1
M∑
m=1
√
ρuvˆHmkhmk′s
u
k′ +
M∑
m=1
vˆHmkn
u
m.
(10)
Then, sk is detected from ruk .
The main system parameters are summarized in Table I.
III. PROPOSED ANGLE INFORMATION AIDED CHANNEL
ESTIMATION FOR FDD SYSTEMS
In this section, we present the FDD-based cell-free massive
MIMO systems that directly acquire multipath components
from the uplink pilot signal and use them for the AP co-
operation. Using array signal processing, we first present
the low complexity DFT-based AoA estimation, and then
we propose the large-scale fading estimation based on the
estimated angle information. Note that we need to estimate
both components (AoA, and large-scale fading) for every
angle coherence interval, in order to apply low complexity
beamforming/combining techniques.
A. AoA Estimation Algorithm
Based on our previous work [1], we apply AoA estimation
step that relies on the classical DFT estimation and angle
rotation. DFT is used to estimate the AoA wherein the peak
of the DFT magnitude spectrum can select the column whose
steering angle best matches the true AoA.
Moreover, the normalized DFT of the channel matrix is
defined as hDFTmk = FNhmk where FN is an N×N DFT matrix
whose (n, q)th element is given by [FN ]nq = 1√N e
−j 2pinqN .
Most of the channel power is concentrated around L largest
peaks determined by the (bqleth) elements where ql = Nυl,mk2pi
(for l = 1, · · · , L) and υl,mk = η sin (φl,mk) [30]. There-
fore, the initial AoA estimate for the kth user is φˆinil,mk =
sin−1
(
λqinil
Nd
)
.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the AoA estimation is im-
proved through an angle rotation operation [30] by incorpo-
rating a phase-shift to the initial estimation to obtain more
accurate peaks. The angle rotation of the original channel
matrix is expressed as hrDFTl,mk = ΦN (4φl,mk)hDFTmk , where
Φ(4φl,mk) = diag
{[
1, ej4φl,mk , . . . , ej(N−1)4φl,mk
]}
with
4φl ∈ [−(pi/N), pi/N ] is the angle rotation parameter. It is
shown in [30] that the entries of [hrDFTmk ] have only L non-
zero peak elements when the optimal phase shifter satisfies
4φl,mk = 2piql/N − υl,mk = 2piql/N − η sin (φl,mk).
5Therefore, the estimate φˆl,mk can be expressed as φˆl,mk =
sin−1
(
2piql
Nη − 4φl,mkη
)
, and the estimated AoA matrix is
given by
Aˆmk =
[
a
(
φˆ1,mk
)
, . . . ,a
(
φˆL,mk
)]
. (11)
B. Large-Scale Fading Estimation
Based on the AoA estimate and given that n¯mk ∼
CN (0N×1, σ2nIN ) in (6), the probability density function of
Y¯mk for given φl,mk and βl,mk over all l= 1, · · · , L can be
expressed as
f(Y¯mk|φl,mk, βl,mk) =
exp {− 1σ2n ||Y¯mk−
√
ρAmkDmk||2F}
(piσ2n)
N
.
(12)
The log-likelihood function can be applied to (12) to give
L(Dmk, σ2n)=−N lnpi −N lnσ2n − ||Y¯mk−
√
ρAmkDmk||2F
σ2n
.
(13)
Knowing that L is a concave function of σ2n and Dmk, the
optimal estimates σˆn2 and Dˆmk can be obtained by taking a
partial derivative with respect to σ2n and Dmk. Hence, σˆ
2
n =
1
N ||Y¯mk −
√
ρAˆmkDˆmk||2F, and
Dˆmk =
1√
ρAˆ
†
mkY¯mk, (14)
where Aˆmk = [a(φˆ1,mk), . . . ,a(φˆL,mk)] is the estimate
of Amk which is obtained using array signal processing
(DFT operation with angle rotation). Once Aˆmk is obtained,
we next estimate the large-scale fading coefficients βl,mk.
From (14), we can estimate Dmk and the covariance matrix
Rˆmk,d =
L
T E[DˆmkDˆ
H
mk]. Note that the original covariance
matrix Rmk,d is given by
Rmk,d = L× E[dmkdmkH] = BmkE[αmkαmkH]BHmk
= diag(β1,mk, . . . , βL,mk). (15)
Hence, we can obtain the estimates of the large-scale fading
coefficients as
βˆmk = [βˆ1,mk, . . . , βˆL,mk]
T = diag(Rˆmk,d). (16)
The proposed multipath component estimation is shown in
Algorithm 1, where G is the search grid within [− piN , piN ]
needed for angle estimation.
Note that the search grid parameter G determines the
complexity and accuracy of the algorithm. The complexity
of the whole algorithm is of the order O(N logN + GNL)
where the factor N logN comes from the DFT operation and
GNL comes from rotation operation over a search grid G
for all paths L over N antennas. Moreover, the complexity
of the proposed algorithm is less than that of the classical
subspace ESPRIT algorithm of complexity O(N3 + UN2),
with U  G being the number of snapshots required during
blind estimation [35].
C. Performance Analysis
Using the same methodology as in [29], [30] in addition
to estimating the large-scale fading parameter, we derive the
theoretical MSE of the AoA estimates and the large-scale
fading coefficients for the cell-free massive MIMO system. In
general, a closed-form solution of the MSE for multiple AoA
estimations is hard to obtain [29]. An alternative approach is
to consider the single user and single propagation path and
derive corresponding MSE of φ and β as benchmark [29].
For a single propagation path according to (6), the received
training signal at the mth AP transmitted by the kth user is
given by
y¯mk = Ymkp
H
k =
√
ρhmk + n¯mk =
√
ρa(φ)dmk + n¯mk
=
√
ρ
√
βmkαmka(φ) + n¯mk, (17)
where a(φ) is the N × 1 steering vector with its qth entry
given by [a(φ)]q = 1√N e
(q−1)υmk .
For brevity, we henceforth omit the subscript mk repre-
senting the link between the mth AP and the kth user. The
proposed angle estimator can be expressed as
υˆ = arg max
υ
‖ 1‖a(φ)‖2 a(φ)Hy¯‖2 = arg maxυ ‖a(φ)
H
y¯‖2
= arg max
υ
y¯Ha(φ)a(φ)
H
y¯, (18)
where a(φ) = Φ(4φ)fNq , ‖a(φ)‖2 = 1, fNq is the q th
column of FN , and q is the nearest integer to Nυ2pi .
Moreover, using (14), the ML estimate of d is obtained as
dˆML =
1√
ρ (a(φˆ)
H
a(φˆ))−1a(φˆ)
H
y¯ = 1√
ρ‖a(φˆ)‖2 a(φˆ)
H
y¯
= 1√
ρ‖a(φˆ)‖2 a(φˆ)
H
a(φ)d+ 1√
ρ‖a(φˆ)‖2 a(φˆ)
H
n¯
= 1√
ρ‖a(φˆ)‖2 a(φˆ)
H
a(φ)
√
βα+ 1√
ρ‖a(φˆ)‖2 a(φˆ)
H
n¯.
(19)
The joint ML estimates of υ and d can be obtained from
[υˆMLdˆML] = arg min
υ,d
‖y¯ − a(φ)d‖2, (20)
where υˆML, dˆML are the optimizing variables.
Therefore, using (19), the ML estimate of υ is given by
υˆML = arg max
υ
y¯HPay¯ = arg max
υ
g(υ), (21)
where g(υ) is the cost function of υ. For the single-path case,
Pa = a(φ)a(φ)
H is the projection matrix onto the subspace
spanned by a(φ), and a(φ) represents the steering vector given
in (1). For the multi-path case, PA =AA†=A(AHA)−1AH
represents the projection matrix onto the subspace spanned
by A, and A is the steering matrix given in (3). As shown
in [30] while including the large scale path-loss parameter β,
the MSE (18) of the considered DFT estimator coincides with
that of the ML estimator (20). Using Lemma 1 in [30] while
including the large-scale fading parameter and pkpHk =1, the
MSE of υ is expressed as
E
[4υ2] = E[(υˆ − υ)(υˆ − υ)H] = σ2n
2ρβa(φˆ)HEP⊥a Ea(φˆ)
,
(22)
where E[4υ] = 0, P⊥a = I−Pa is the projection matrix onto
the orthogonal space spanned by a(φ) and E is the diagonal
matrix given by E = diag{0, · · · , (N − 1)}. Based on the fact
that υ = η sinφ and φ = sin−1(υη ), we further examine the
MSE of φ
E
[4φ2] = ( 1η )2
1− (υη )2
× σ
2
n
2βa(φˆ)HEPa
⊥Ea(φˆ)
. (23)
Using Taylor series expansion, a of first-order approxima-
tion of a(φ) is given by
a(φ) = a(φˆ) + jEa(φˆ)4υ. (24)
Substituting (24) into (19) and after collecting T samples,
6Algorithm 1 Extended DFT and Angle-Rotation-Based Multipath Component Estimation
1: Input: Y¯ ∈ CN×T , L, G and λ
2: Output: φˆ ∈ RL×1, βˆ ∈ CL×1
3: // AoA Estimation
4: for l = 1 : L do
5: for t = 1 : T do
6: Find the central point (qinil ) of each bin in hˆ
DFT
mk = FN y¯
p
mk(t) where (q
ini
l ) = arg max(q)∈bin(l) ‖[hˆDFTmk ]q‖2, l = 1, · · · L.
7: (4ˆφl) = arg max4φ∈G ‖fNqini
l
Φ(4φl)y¯pmk(t)‖2, where fNqinil is the q
ini
l th column of FN .
8: θˆl(t) = θˆl(t− 1) + sin−1
(
2piqinil
Nη
− 4φl
η
)
9: end
10: φˆl,mk = 1T θˆl(T )
11: end
12: // Large scale fading Estimation
13: Dˆmk = 1√ρ
(
AˆHmkAˆmk
)−1
AˆHmkY¯mk, where Aˆmk = [a
(
φˆ1,mk
)
, . . . ,a
(
φˆL,mk
)
]
14: Rˆd = LT [DˆmkDˆ
H
mk]
15: βˆmk = [βˆ1,mk, . . . , βˆL,mk]
T = diag(Rˆd)
16: end
we rewrite dˆ as
dˆ = [dˆ1, · · · , dˆT ]
= d + j 1‖a(φˆ)‖2 a(φˆ)
H
Ea(φˆ)4υd + 1√
ρ‖a(φˆ)‖2 a(φˆ)
H
N¯,
(25)
where N¯ = [n¯1, · · · , n¯T ].
Moreover,
βˆ =
L
T
E[dˆdˆH] = β + βE
[
(4υ)2]| 1‖a(φˆ)‖2 a(φˆ)HEa(φˆ)|2+
1√
ρ‖a(φˆ)‖2 a(φˆ)
H
E
[
nnH
]
( 1√
ρ‖a(φˆ)‖2 a(φˆ)
H)H
= β +
σ2n|a(φˆ)
H
Ea(φˆ)|2
2ρa(φˆ)
H
EPa
⊥Ea(φˆ)
+
σ2n
ρ
. (26)
Therefore, the MSE of β can be obtained
E
[4β2] = E[(βˆ − β)(βˆ − β)H]
=
(
σ2n|a(φˆ)
H
Ea(φˆ)|2
2ρa(φˆ)HEPa
⊥Ea(φˆ)
+
σ2n
ρ
)2
. (27)
Furthermore, the MSE expressions of the estimated AoA
and large-scale fading components derived in (22) and (27)
give important insights when assessing the impact of beam-
forming/combining techniques on the spectral efficiency of the
proposed FDD-based cell-free massive MIMO system.
D. Angle Coherence Time
Different from the conventional channel coherence time,
the angle coherence time is defined as typically an order of
magnitude longer, during which the AoDs can be regarded as
static [17]. Specifically, the path AoD in (1) mainly depends
on the surrounding obstacles around the BS, which may not
physically change their positions often. On the contrary, the
path gain of the kth user depends on a number of unresolvable
paths, each of which is generated by a scatter surrounding the
user. Therefore, path gains vary much faster than the path
AoDs [17]. Accordingly, the angle coherence time is much
longer than the conventional channel coherence time. There-
fore, we can leverage from this fact and perform multipath
estimation in every angle coherence time instead of the much
shorter channel coherence time as the impact of the overhead
is substantially reduced.
IV. PROPOSED BEAMFORMING AND COMBINING
TECHNIQUES
We next propose the angle-based matched-filtering, angle-
based zero-forcing and angle-based minimum-mean-square-
error beamforming/combining that incorporate the estimated
angle information, and the large-scale fading components.
The APs are connected via a backhaul network to a CPU,
which sends to the APs the data-symbols to be transmitted
to the end-users and receives soft-estimates of the received
data-symbols from all the APs. Neither multipath estimates
nor beamforming/combining vectors are transmitted through
the backhaul network.
A. Angle-Based Beamforming
The angle-based beamforming (or precoding) vector wˆmk
for the mth AP and the kth user is defined as
wˆmk =
L∑
l=1
γmk,lgˆmk,l =
Gˆmk
||Gˆmk||
γmk, (28)
where gˆmk,l is the lth column of Gˆmk = [gˆmk,1, . . . , gˆmk,L]
defined below for the proposed angle-based beamforming tech-
niques. In addition, γmk,l is the normalized complex weight
for the lth propagation path that satisfies
∑L
l=1 |γmk,l|2 = 1
and γmk = [γmk,1, . . . , γmk,L]T . Moreover, using (7),
E[||xm||2] = ρd
K∑
k=1
||Gˆmkγmk||2
||Gˆmk||2 ≤ ρd (29)
will satisfy the maximum transmit power ρd.
1) Angle-Based Matched-Filtering Beamforming (A-MF):
The precoder matrix based on the angle information is given
by
GˆA-MFmk = AˆmkBˆmk, (30)
where Aˆmk =
[
a
(
φˆ1,mk
)
, . . . ,a
(
φˆL,mk
)]
and Bˆmk =
diag
(√
βˆ1,mk, . . . ,
√
βˆL,mk
)
are the estimated AoA and
7large-scale fading matrices according to (11) and (16). More-
over, A-MF is a simple beamforming approach that only
requires the channel multipath components (AoA and large-
scale fading) of the direct link between the mth AP and the
kth user. However, the inter user interference is ignored.
2) Angle-Based Zero-Forcing Beamforming (A-ZF): We
use A-ZF beamforming as a means to efficiently suppress
interference. To do so, the conventional ZF beamforming em-
ploys all the downlink CSI from the users. However, the angle-
based ZF beamforming used in this work is distinct from the
conventional ZF beamforming in the sense that only the angle
information and large-scale fading coefficients of the channel
are required in the beamforming design. We collect the corre-
sponding array steering vectors into Aˆm = [Aˆm1, . . . , AˆmK ]
and similarly for Bˆm = diag
(
[Bˆm1, . . . , BˆmK ]
T
)
. Then, the
precoder matrix is given by
GˆA-ZFm = AˆmBˆm
(
BˆHmAˆ
H
mAˆmBˆm
)−1
, (31)
where beamforming vector is gˆmk,l defined as the
((k − 1)L+ l)th column of GˆA-ZFm .
A key property of the angle-based ZF beamforming is
that the beamforming vector is orthogonal to all other array
steering vectors as given below:
hˆHmkwˆ
A-ZF
mi =
{
sTmkγmk if i = k;
0 if i 6= k. (32)
The pseudo-inverse in A-ZF is more complex than A-MF,
but the interference is suppressed.
3) Angle-Based MMSE Beamforming (A-MMSE): We use
an angle-based MMSE beamforming design that can efficiently
suppress interference, noise and channel estimation error. The
A-MMSE strikes a balance between attaining the best signal
amplification and reducing the interference. The proposed
angle-based MMSE beamforming matrix is given by
GA-MMSEmk =(
K∑
k=1
((AˆmkBˆmkBˆ
H
mkAˆ
H
mk + Υm,k) + σ
2
nIN
)−1
AˆmkBˆmk,
(33)
where Υm,k = σ˜2υ(EAˆmkBˆmk)(EAˆmkBˆmk)
H +
σ˜2υσ˜
2
β(EAˆmk)(EAˆmk)
H + σ˜2βAˆmkAˆ
H
mk,
such that σ˜2υ = σ
2
υ+E
[4υ2] and σ˜2β = σ2β+E[4β2], where
σ2υ and σ
2
β account for non-ideal DL angle reciprocity, and
E
[4υ2], E[4β2] are the MSEs as defined in (22) and (27),
respectively.
Therefore, for A-ZF/A-MMSE, the only overhead for DL
channel acquisition at each AP comes from UL training, which
only scales with the number of served users. In addition, one
can note that A-ZF is suitable for high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) conditions since it is expected that A-ZF and A-MMSE
would have the same performance when the effect of noise is
low.
B. Angle-Based Combining
Similarly, the combining vector vˆmk for the mth AP and
the kth user is defined as
vˆmk =
L∑
l=1
γmk,lcˆmk,l = Cˆmkγmk, (34)
where cˆmk,l is the ((k − 1)L+ l)th column of Cˆm which
corresponds to Cˆmk = [cˆmk,1, . . . , cˆmk,L], and γmk,l = 1L
and γmk = [γmk,1, . . . , γmk,L]T .
Using UL-DL duality [36], the combining vectors of the
uplink case for A-MF combining, A-ZF combining and A-
MMSE combining are also defined as
Cˆmk =
 G
A-MF
mk for A-MF combining;
GA-ZFmk for A-ZF combining;
GA-MMSEmk for A-MMSE combining.
(35)
such that σ˜2υ = E
[4υ2] and σ˜2β = E[4β2]. The correspond-
ing combining matrices were defined in (30), (31) and (33).
The benefits of relying on only the angle information and
large-scale fading are: (i) the need for downlink training
is avoided; (ii) the beamforming/combining matrices can be
updated every angle coherence time, and (iii) a simple closed-
form expression for the spectral efficiency can be derived
which enables us to obtain important insights.
V. SPECTRAL AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
In this section, we derive closed-form expressions for the
spectral efficiencies per user for DL and UL transmissions
using the analysis technique from [6], [7], [31]. Then, we
define the total energy efficiency of the system.
A. Spectral Efficiency
The downlink spectral efficiency per user using the proposed
beamforming schemes is given by
Rdk = log2
(
1 + SINRdk
) ' log2
(
1 +
ρdSdk
ρdIdjk + ρ
dBUdk + σ
2
n
)
,
(36)
where
Sdk =
M∑
m=1
E
[
||hˆHmkwˆmk||2
]
,
Idjk =
K∑
j 6=k
M∑
m=1
E
[
||hˆHmkwˆmj ||2
]
, and
BUdk =
K∑
j=1
M∑
m=1
E
[
||h˜Hmkwˆmj ||2
]
,
represent the strength of the desired signal of the kth user
(Sdk ), the interference generated by the jth user (I
d
jk), and
the beamforming gain uncertainty (BUdk ), respectively. The
elements inside the norm of Sdk , I
d
jk and BU
d
k are uncorrelated
zero mean random variables. In addition, hˆmk = hmk −
h˜mk = AˆmkBˆmksmk and the channel uncertainty is h˜mk =
4υ˜(EAˆmkBˆmk)smk + 4β˜Aˆmksmk + 4β˜4υ˜EAˆmksmk,
where 4υ˜ and 4β˜ differ in the DL and UL directions due to
un-ideal angle reciprocity such that 4υ˜d = υu − υˆu − υ˜u/d,
4β˜d = βu−βˆu−β˜u/d, 4υ˜u = υu−υˆu, and 4β˜u = βu−βˆu.
8Similarly for the uplink case, the uplink spectral efficiency
per user using the proposed combining schemes is given by
Ruk ' log2
(
1 +
ρuSuk
ρuIujk + ρ
uBUuk + σ
2
n
∑M
m=1 ||vˆmk||2
)
,
(37)
where uplink desired signal power (Suk ), the interference
caused by the jth user (Iujk), and the combining gain uncer-
tainty (BUuk ) are defined similarly as the downlink case but
by substituting wˆmj with the combining vector vˆmj .
Using the fact that αl ∼ CN (0, 1) as well as the fact that
angle of arrival and the large-scale fading remain unchanged
during the angle coherence time, we can further reduce the
DL and UL spectral efficiencies into closed forms as shown
in (38) and (39) at the top of the next page.
B. Energy Efficiency
The total energy efficiency (bit/Joule) is defined as the sum
throughput (bit/s) divided by the total power consumption
(Watt) in the network:
EE , B·
∑K
k=1 κRk
Ptotal
, (40)
where Rk is the spectral efficiency (expressed in bit/s/Hz) for
the kth user, B is defined as the system bandwidth, Ptotal is
the total power consumption, κ =
(
1− ττc
)
, and τ = K is
length of pilot training sequence in samples, τc is the angle
coherence interval in samples. Furthermore, we consider the
power consumption model defined in [7]
Ptotal =
M∑
m=1
Pm +
M∑
m=1
Pbh,m, (41)
where Pm is the power consumed at the mth AP which
includes the amplifier and the circuit power consumption and
the power consumption of the transceiver chains and the
power consumed for signal processing, and Pbh,m represents
the power consumed by the backhaul link that transfers data
between the CPU and the mth AP. The power consumption
term Pm can be defined as
Pm =
1
ϑm
ρdσ2n
(
N
K∑
k=1
||wˆmk||2
)
+NPtc,m, (42)
where 0 < ϑm ≤ 1 is the power amplifier efficiency, ρd is the
downlink SNR, σ2n is the noise power, wˆmk is the angle based
beamforming vector for the mth AP and the kth user (defined
in (28)), N is the number of antennas at the AP, and Ptc,m is
the internal power required to operate the circuit components
(e.g., converters, mixers, and filters) per antenna at the mth
AP.
Moreover, the power consumption of the backhaul is pro-
portional to the sum spectral efficiency and can be modeled
as,
Pbh,m = P0,m +B ·
K∑
k=1
κRk · Pbt,m, (43)
where P0,m is defined as a fixed power consumption of each
backhaul (traffic-independent power) which may depend on
the distances between the APs and the CPU and the system
topology, and Pbt,m is defined as the traffic-dependent power
(in Watt per bit/s).
VI. PROPOSED MAX-MIN POWER CONTROL
To obtain good system performance, the available power
resources must be efficiently managed. In this section, we
propose a solution to the max-min user-fairness problem in
the proposed cell-free Massive MIMO system, where the min-
imum uplink rates of all users are maximized while satisfying
a per-user power constraint. We show that the FDD-based
cell-free massive MIMO system can provide uniformly good
service to all users, regardless of their geographical location,
by adopting a max-min power/weight control strategy. The
proposed power control algorithm is done at the CPU, and
importantly, is carried only at the angle-coherence time-scale.
Hence the impact of the signaling overhead is substantially
reduced. Moreover, we present a user centric AP selection
approach to further enhance the energy efficiency of the CF
massive MIMO system.
A. Downlink Power Control
In the downlink, given realizations of the large-scale fading
and the array steering vectors, we find the power control coef-
ficients γmk, m = 1, . . . ,M , k = 1, . . . ,K, that maximize the
minimum of the downlink rates of all users, under the power
constraint (29). At the optimum point, all users attain the same
rate. Mathematically, this is formulated as:
max
{γmk,l}
min
k=1,··· ,K
Rdk
subject to
K∑
k=1
||Gˆmkγmk||2
||Gˆmk||2 ≤ 1, m = 1, . . . ,M
γmk,l ≥ 0, ∀k, ∀m, ∀l. (44)
Then, using (38), we can reformulate (44) into a max-min
SINR problem as follows:
max
{γmk,l}
min
k=1,··· ,K
ρd
∑M
m=1 ||BˆHmkAˆHmkwˆmk||2
ρd
∑K
j 6=k
∑M
m=1 ||BˆHmkAˆHmkwˆmj ||2+ρd
∑K
j=1
∑M
m=1 Ωm,j+σ
2
n
s.t.
K∑
k=1
||Gˆmkγmk||2
||Gˆmk||2 ≤ 1, ∀m,
wˆmk =
Gˆmk
||Gˆmk||
γmk, ∀k, ∀m, and
γmk,l ≥ 0, ∀k, ∀m, ∀l. (45)
One can note that (45) is a non-convex separable quadratically-
constrained quadratic program (QCQP) in terms of power
allocation γmk, for all k,m. Therefore, this problem cannot
be directly solved in an efficient manner using existing convex
optimization schemes. While the non-convex QCQP is NP-
hard, it can be relaxed into a convex semi-definite program
(SDP) using semi-definite relaxation (SDR) [37], in which
the following property of a scalar is utilized: γHmkQγmk =
tr(γHmkQγmk) = tr(Qγmkγ
H
mk), for any Q ∈ CL×L. There-
fore, by introducing a new variable Γmk = γmkγHmk, which is
a rank-one symmetric positive semi-definite (PSD) matrix, the
quadratic constraints can be transformed into linear constraints
9Rdk ' log2
(
1 +
ρd
∑M
m=1 ||BˆHmkAˆHmkwˆmk||2
ρd
∑K
j 6=k
∑M
m=1 ||BˆHmkAˆHmkwˆmj ||2 + ρd
∑K
j=1
∑M
m=1 Ωm,j + σ
2
n
)
, (38)
where Ωm,j = σ˜2υ‖(BˆHmkAˆHmkE)wˆmj‖2 + σ˜2β‖(AˆHmkwˆmj‖2 + σ˜2β σ˜2υ‖(AˆHmkEwˆmj‖2.
Ruk ' log2
(
1 +
ρu
∑M
m=1 ||BˆHmkAˆHmkvˆmk||2
ρu
∑K
j 6=k
∑M
m=1 ||BˆHmkAˆHmkvˆmj ||2 + ρu
∑K
j=1
∑M
m=1 Λm,j + σ
2
n
∑M
m=1 ||vˆmk||2
)
, (39)
where Λm,j = σ˜2υ‖(BˆHmkAˆHmkE)vˆmj‖2 + σ˜2β‖(AˆHmkvˆmj‖2 + σ˜2β σ˜2υ‖(AˆHmkEvˆmj‖2.
in the set of all real symmetric L×L matrices SL. Using SDP,
problem (45) can be equivalently reformulated as
max
{Γmk}
min
k=1,··· ,K
ρd
∑M
m=1 tr(ΞmkkΞ
H
mkkΓmk)
ρd
∑K
j 6=k
∑M
m=1 tr(ΞmkjΞHmkjΓmj)+ρd
∑K
j=1
∑M
m=1 Ωm,j+σ
2
n
s.t.
K∑
k=1
tr(GˆHmkGˆmkΓmk)
||Gˆmk||2 ≤ 1, ∀m,
Γmk  0, ∀k, ∀m,
rank (Γmk) = 1, ∀k, ∀m, (46)
where Ξmkj = BˆHmkAˆ
H
mk
Gˆmj
||Gˆmj || .
Since the rank constraint of Γmk is non-convex, we relax
it to obtain the feasible SDP formulation of (46) as
max
{Γmk}
µ
s.t.
ρd
∑M
m=1 tr(ΞmkkΞ
H
mkkΓmk)
ρd
∑K
j 6=k
∑M
m=1 tr(ΞmkjΞHmkjΓmj)+ρd
∑K
j=1
∑M
m=1 Ωm,j+σ
2
n
≥ µ,
K∑
k=1
tr(GˆHmkGˆmkΓmk)
||Gˆmk||2 ≤ 1,∀m, and Γmk  0, ∀k, ∀m.
(47)
The relaxed problem (47) is a convex SDP and can be solved
by standard convex optimization tools such as CVX [38]. Once
the optimal variables Γˆmk (∀m, ∀k) are obtained, we can
find the rank-one approximations of Γˆmk which are feasible
for the original problem (45) by applying eigen-value decom-
position (EVD) on Γˆmk, and extracting the largest eigen-
value and the corresponding eigen-vector to construct γˆmk.
Consequently, (47) can be solved efficiently via a bisection
search, in which each step involves solving a sequence of
convex SDP feasibility subproblems [39]. The proposed max-
min power control algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Complexity Analysis: Here, we provide the computational
complexity analysis for the proposed Algorithm 2, which uses
iterative bisection search to solve the convex optimization
problem (47) at each iteration. The complexity of (47) is
O((MK)4L1/2) in each iteration [40]. Note that the total
number of iterations to solve the SDR Problem via a bisection
search method is given by log(µmax−µmin ), where  refers to a
predetermined threshold [39]. Hence, the total complexity of
solving (47) is O((MK)4L1/2) log(µmax−µmin ).
B. Uplink Weight Control
Similarly in the uplink, given realizations of the large-scale
fading and the array steering vectors, we find the weight
control coefficients γmk, m = 1, . . . ,M , k = 1, . . . ,K, that
maximize the minimum of the uplink rates of all users, under
the weight constraint. At the optimum point, all users attain
the same rate. So,
max
{γmk,l}
min
k=1,··· ,K
Ruk
subject to
K∑
k=1
||Cˆmkγmk||2
||Cˆmk||2 ≤ 1, m = 1, . . . ,M,
γmk,l ≥ 0, ∀k, ∀m, ∀l. (49)
Moreover, (49) can be solved following the same steps as
shown in subsection (VI-A) in the DL case.
C. User-Centric (UC) AP Selection Method
As noted from the last term in (41) that represents the total
power consumption of the backhaul, cell-free massive MIMO
systems require more backhaul connections to transfer data
between the APs and the CPU when compared to the co-
located massive MIMO. Moreover, the second term of (43) has
a significant effect on the energy efficiency, especially when
M increases in (41). To improve the total energy efficiency, we
can further decrease the denominator of the energy efficiency
in (40). We present an AP selection for the user-centric case
which can reduce the backhaul power consumption, and hence,
increase the energy efficiency. The AP selection scheme is
based on choosing for each user k a subset of APs Mk
that forms (δ%) of the total channel power. For a particular
user, there are many APs which are located very far away.
These APs will not impact the overall spatial diversity gains.
Hence, not all APs actually contribute in serving this user.
Furthermore, Mk is chosen based on the following:
Mk∑
m
||A?mkB?mk||2∑M
m ||AmkBmk||2
≥ δ% (50)
where {||A?1kB?1k||, · · · , ||A?MkB?Mk||} represents
the sorted (in descending order) set of the set
{||A1kB1k||, · · · , ||AMkBMk||}. Therefore, by applying
the presented AP selection scheme, each access point m
serves a subset Km of K users. Hence, the power allocation
schemes proposed in the preceding subsections will allocate
power γ?mk = γmk if k,m ∈ Km,Mk, respectively, and
γ?mk = 0L×1 otherwise. Therefore, Algorithm 2 can be
directly applied where Γmk is replaced by 0L×L when
m /∈Mk for k ∈ Km.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed
multipath components estimation compared to conventional
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Algorithm 2 SDR-based Bisection Algorithm for Solving (47)
1: Initialization: Define the initial values µmax, µmin that represent the range of relevant values of the objective function in (47), and
Choose a tolerance  > 0
2: Set: µ = µmax+µmin
2
,
3: Solve the following convex SDP feasibility program:
4:  ρ
d∑M
m=1 tr
(
ΞmkkΞ
H
mkkΓmk
) ≥ µ(ρd∑Kj 6=k∑Mm=1 tr (ΞmkjΞHmkjΓmj)+ ρd∑Kj=1∑Mm=1 Ωm,j + σ2n) , ∀k,∑K
k=1
tr(GˆHmkGˆmkΓmk)
||Gˆmk||2
≤ 1, ∀m, and Γmk  0, ∀k, ∀m,
(48)
5: if If problem (48) is feasible, then
6: set µmin = µ
7: else set µmax = µ.
8: end if
9: Stop if µmax − µmin < . Otherwise, go to Step 2.
10: [Umk,Vmk] = EVD (Γmk) , ∀k, ∀m, where VL×L is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and UL×L is a full matrix whose columns
are the corresponding eigenvectors (u).
11: γmk =
√
max(Vmk)u
max
m,k , ∀k, ∀m, where umax is the corresponding eigenvector to the maximum eigenvalue in V.
12: end
schemes, and we provide numerical results to quantitatively
study the performance of FDD cell-free massive MIMO in
terms of downlink and uplink spectral efficiency for all the
proposed beamforming and combining techniques.
A. Experimental Setup and Parameters
The APs and the users are located within a square of
1 × 1 km2. The square is wrapped around at the edges to
avoid boundary effects. Furthermore, for simplicity, random
pilot assignment is used. With random pilot assignment, each
user randomly chooses a pilot sequence from a predefined set
of orthogonal pilot sequences of length τ = K. The large-
scale fading coefficient βl,mk is modeled as the product of
path loss and shadow fading as in [31]:
10 log10(βl,mk) ={
P − 37.6 log10(umk) + zmk,l − 15 log10(u1), if umk > u1;
P − 35 log10(umk) + zmk,l, if umk ≤ u1.
where umk is the distance between the mth AP and kth user
in kilometers, zmk,l ∼ N (0, σ2z) is the shadow fading variable
with σz = 8 dB, u1 = 0.05 km and P = −148 dB for line-of-
sight (LOS) and P = −158 dB for non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
propagation.
Moreover, for the AP selection schemes, we choose δ =
95%. The system parameters used throughout the experimental
simulations are summarized in Table II.
B. Results and Discussions
1) Performance of Multipath Component Estimation: In
Fig. 2, the root mean-square error (RMSE) of the presented
multipath component estimation technique is evaluated for
N = 32 and T = 16. We compare the performance of
the presented method with that of MUSIC and ESPRIT
algorithms, which are subspace-based multipath component
estimation techniques that depend on the correlation matrix
of the received data [22], [23] and the gradient-descent-based
algorithm [31]. The plots demonstrate that the proposed DFT-
based technique outperforms the conventional approaches in
[22], [23] and [31]. Also, the normalized RMSE performance
Table II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
Cell radius (D) 1 km
System Bandwidth (B) 100MHz
Uplink/Downlink Frequencies 49.8/50GHz
Uplink pilot training transmit power ρ 200mW
Uplink transmit power ρu 200mW
Downlink transmit power ρd 1000mW
Power amplifier parameter ϑ 0.2
Internal power consumption/each backhaul, Ptc,m∀m [7] 0.2W
Fixed power consumption/each backhaul, P0,m∀m [7] 0.825W
Traffic dependent backhaul power, Pbt,m∀m [7] 0.25W/(Gbits/s)
User Centric threshold (δ) 95%
Angle coherence interval (τc) 200 samples
Monte-Carlo Simulations 1000
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Figure 2. RMSE performance of the multipath component estimation versus
SNR for N = 32 and T = 16 compared with the gradient-descent based
estimation and subspace-based estimation.
of the proposed large-scale fading coefficient estimation out-
performs that of conventional subspace-based estimation [22],
[23] and gradient-descent-based estimation [31]. The large
scale fading estimation in [22], [23], [31] cannot work well
when number of samples (snapshots) T is small.
Moreover, it can be seen that the presented AoA estimation
and the large-scale fading estimation method performs slightly
worse than that of theoretical bound in (22) since the search
grid is large enough (G = 100).
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Figure 3. Spectral efficiency of the proposed beamforming schemes versus SNR for M = 10 APs with N = 32 antennas and K = 20 users under imperfect
channel estimation: (a) for DL, and (b) UL.
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(b)Figure 5. Spectral efficiency of the proposed combining schemes with equal power control, water-filling power control and the proposed max-min power
control versus SNR for M = 10 APs, and K = 20 users for the Cell-Free (CF) massive MIMO (AP selection is not applied): (a) DL and (b) UL.
2) Performance of Spectral Efficiency: We compare the
performance of the proposed angle-based beamforming and
combining schemes (A-MF/A-ZF and A-MMSE) for the FDD-
based cell-free massive MIMO with the conventional ideal
beamforming and combining schemes (MF/ZF and MMSE)
in terms of spectral efficiency for the case of M = 10 APs
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Figure 7. (a) Cumulative distribution of the spectral efficiency for all power control schemes with/without applying the proposed AP selection (CF/UC), and
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Figure 8. DL spectral efficiency versus multiple antenna configurations at the
users for K = {10, 20, 40}, M = 10, and N = 32.
with N = 32 antennas and K = 20 users. We consider the
conventional full-channel-based beamforming and combining
schemes (MF/ZF and MMSE) as benchmarks, but they are in-
applicable in a realistic FDD cell-free massive MIMO system
since complete channel knowledge requires large amount of
signaling overhead and feedback.
For the downlink scenario in Fig. 3(a), and for the uplink
scenario in Fig. 3(b), the spectral efficiency of the proposed
beamforming/combining schemes with imperfect multipath
component estimation is shown. As shown in the figures,
the A-MMSE beamforming/combining outperforms A-ZF and
A-MF beamforming/combining, due to their ability to sup-
press interference and noise. In addition, at high SNR (low
noise) the A-ZF matches A-MMSE in performance as both
of the schemes are able to suppress interference. Moreover
at moderate to high SNR values, A-MMSE, A-ZF, and A-
MF lead to about 10 − 40% sum rate loss compared to the
conventional ideal beamforming/combining schemes (MF/ZF
and MMSE). However, with the proposed angle-based beam-
forming schemes, the DL CSI signaling overhead is avoided.
Finally, we evaluate the validity of our closed-form expres-
sion for the downlink achievable rate for the proposed angle
based beamformers given in (38) with imperfect multipath
component estimation. In Fig. 3(a), we show the accuracy
of the proposed closed form of the proposed angle based
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beamformers (38) with the simulated form (51)
R˜d =
K∑
k=1
E
[
log2
(
1 +
ρd
∑M
m=1 ||hHmkwˆmk||2
ρd
∑K
j 6=k
∑M
m=1 ||hHmkwˆmj ||2 + σ2n
)]
.
(51)
Moreover, (51) represents the achievable rate for genie-aided
users that know the instantaneous channel gain [6].
In Fig. 3(b), we also validate the closed-form expression
for the uplink achievable rate for the proposed angle based
combining given in (39) for imperfect multipath component
estimation with simulated form (52)
R˜u =
K∑
k=1
E
[
log2
(
1 +
ρu
∑M
m=1||hHmkvˆmk||2
ρu
∑K
j 6=k
∑M
m=1 ||hHmkvˆmj ||2 + Υσ
)]
.
(52)
where Υσ = σ2n
∑M
m=1 ||vˆmk||2.
One can notice that the closed form achievable rate perfectly
matches with Monte Carlo simulated rates. This indicates
that our derived expressions (38) and (39) are valid perfor-
mance predictors of the proposed FDD-based cell-free massive
MIMO system.
3) Effect of the Number of APs M for a Fixed Total Number
of Service Antennas (NM): Furthermore, we examine the
performance of the proposed FDD-based cell-free massive
MIMO system with different numbers of APs for the downlink
case. For fair comparison, the total transmit power in the
network is the same, and the number of total service antennas
is fixed, i.e. NM = 320. Figure 4(a) shows the average
spectral efficiency (κ ×∑Kk Rdk where κ = 1 − ττc , τ = K
corresponds to the length of pilot training sequence in samples,
and τc corresponds to the angle coherence interval in samples)
as a function of the number of APs. We are able to compare
the spectral efficiency of cell-free massive MIMO and co-
located massive MIMO where the co-located massive MIMO
corresponds to the case M = 1. It can be seen that the
spectral efficiency of the cell-free massive MIMO (for M = 10
and N = 32) is better than that of the co-located massive
MIMO (M = 1 and N = 320) due to spatial diversity gains.
However, as the number of APs increases while decreasing
the number of antennas per AP, the performance of the cell-
free massive MIMO starts to decay. The main reasons for this
decay are: 1) for a particular user, there are many APs which
are located very far away. These APs will not add significantly
to the overall spatial diversity gains which implies that not all
APs really participate in serving this user; and 2) angle-based
beamforming performs better for higher number of antennas.
4) Effect of the Number of Antennas per AP: Finally, to
support our findings in Fig. 4(a), we study the performance
of FDD-based cell-free massive MIMO system with different
numbers of antennas per AP for a fixed number of APs (M =
10) in Fig. 4(b). As the number of antennas increases, the
spectral efficiency increases due to the increased array gain
in addition to the applied angle-based beamforming. It can be
seen that the spectral efficiency saturates for N ≥ 32 as no
further gains are attained.
5) Performance of the Proposed Power/Weight Control on
DL/UL Spectral Efficiency: We compare the DL/UL spectral
efficiency performance of the proposed angle-based beam-
forming and combining schemes (A-ZF and A-MMSE) for the
FDD-based cell-free massive MIMO with equal power alloca-
tion, water-filling power allocation and the proposed max-min
power/weight control for the CF case (AP selection is not ap-
plied) and the UC case (AP selection is applied). One can note
that the water-filling PC approach is based only on the angle
and large-scale fading parameters in which the allocated power
is ρmk = max{ 1Km
(
ρtot +
∑
k∈Km σ
2
n(||AmkBmk||2)−1
) −
σ2n(||AmkBmk||2)−1, 0}, where ρtot = Kmρd is the total
power, and Km = K only if the UC AP selection is not
applied. Moreover, the water-filling PC approach is applicable
in the DL direction, since only the APs have the knowledge
of the angle and large scale fading parameters, whereas for
the UL direction the users cannot have this information due
to the incurred high signaling overhead.
For the downlink scenario in Figs. 5(a) and 6(a), and for the
uplink scenario in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b), the spectral efficiency
using the proposed max-min power/weight control schemes is
significantly enhanced compared to the case of equal power
control and water-filling power control, especially at high SNR
values. In particular, as shown in Fig. 5(a), the DL sum-rate
of the proposed A-MMSE and A-ZF beamforming using max-
min power control is increased by 12%-38% compared to the
equal power allocation case. While, in Fig. 5(b), the UL sum
rate of the proposed A-MMSE and A-ZF combining using
max-min weight control is increased by 10%-25% due to the
fact that the downlink uses more power (since ρd > ρu)
and has more power control coefficients to choose than the
uplink does, hence the DL performance is better than the UL
performance. Moreover, as shown in Figs. 5, and 6, the UC
approach has better performance than that of the CF case since
the UEs obtain very noisy signals from the far APs, and not
all APs actually participate in serving the users.
In addition, the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
curve for the proposed max-min power control scheme is
plotted in Fig. 7(a), and compared with the equal PC and the
water-filling PC schemes at SNR= 10 dB. As expected, the
max-min PC scheme was able to outperform the rest of the
PC schemes and improve the system fairness for both cases
CF and UC, respectively.
6) Energy Efficiency versus Number of APs M and a
Fixed Total Number of Service Antennas (NM): Figure 7(b)
examines the energy efficiency (40) as a function of the
number of AP for a fixed total number of service antennas,
when the number of AP increases, the number of antennas per
AP decreases. As shown, the energy efficiency while applying
the proposed max-min power control significantly outperforms
that of equal power control by 40%-50%, especially when the
UC AP selection scheme is applied. Furthermore, we are able
to compare the energy efficiency of cell-free massive MIMO
and co-located massive MIMO where the co-located massive
MIMO corresponds to the case M = 1. It can be seen that the
energy efficiency of the cell-free massive MIMO (for M = 10
and N = 32) is better than that of the co-located massive
MIMO (M = 1 and N = 320) due to spatial diversity gains,
and better spectral efficiency as shown in Fig. 4(a). Moreover,
the number of APs will affect the level of backhaul power
consumption; therefore, as the number of APs increases while
decreasing the number of antennas per AP, the performance
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of the cell-free massive MIMO starts to decay due to the
increased backhaul power consumption as shown in (43).
7) Multi-antenna Users extension: In this subsection, we
finally study the effect of having multi-antenna users on the
proposed FDD cell-free massive MIMO system where each
user is equipped with N ′ antennas. First, the updated channel
model is given by
HN×N ′ =
√
1
L
AAPBΛα(A
UE)H, (53)
where AAPN×L = [a
(
φAP1
)
, . . . ,a
(
φAPL
)
], BL×L =
diag(
√
β1, . . . ,
√
βL), (Λα)L×L = diag(α1, . . . , αL), and
AUEN ′×L = [a
(
φUE1
)
, . . . ,a
(
φUEL
)
]. Moreover, the DL spectral
efficiency per user is given by
κ×R˜d =
(
1− ττc
)
×
K∑
k=1
E
[
log2
(
1 +
ρd
∑M
m=1 ||vˆHm?kHHmkwˆmk||2
ρd
∑K
j 6=k
∑M
m=1 ||vˆHm?kHHmkwˆmj ||2+σ2n
)]
,
(54)
where vˆm?k corresponds to the combining vector at the multi-
antenna kth user that is based on the estimated AoA of the
user from the strongest AP m?. Moreover, the combining
vector vˆm?k follows the same definition as the combining
vector defined in Section IV-B eq. (34), but in this case
Cˆm? = Aˆ
UE
m?
(
(AˆUEm?)
HAˆUEm?
)−1
, and the beamforming vector
wˆmk follows the same definition as the A-ZF combining
vector defined in Section IV-A. The strongest AP m? is the
AP that has the best channel quality with kth user. One
can note that only the m?th AP will need to feed back the
combining vector vˆm?k to the kth user; hence, no extensive
signaling overhead is needed from all the APs to feed back
the estimated multipath components to the kth user. Finally,
note that τ = KN ′ depends on the number of users K and
scales linearly with the number of antennas at the users N ′.
Therefore, the factor (1 − ττc ) is an important limiting factor
when determining the achievable rates for multi-antenna users.
In Fig. 8, the performance of the simulated DL spectral
efficiency is studied assuming that RMSE ˆφAP = RMSE ˆφUE =
RMSEβˆ=−18 dB. As shown, the DL spectral efficiency first
increases when the number of antennas per user increases.
However, this spectral efficiency will reach a peak value and
then decrease when the number of antennas per user increases.
This is due to the fact that although the spatial diversity
per user increases, the multipath channel estimation overhead
(the training duration relative to the angle coherence interval)
also increases. This channel estimation overhead becomes
dominant when N ′ and K are large.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an FDD-based cell-free massive MIMO sys-
tem that directly acquires multipath components from the
uplink pilot signal and processes them for AP cooperation has
been considered. It has been shown that an FDD-based cell-
free massive MIMO system is a viable alternative compared
to a TDD-based system in which angle reciprocity can be
exploited to avoid DL CSI feedback and overhead. A low
complexity multipath component (AoA and large-scale fading)
estimation technique based on DFT operation, along with
angle rotation with very small amount of training overhead
and feedback cost, has been presented. To evaluate the benefits
of the proposed methods, theoretical bounds on the MSE
have been derived and validated. In addition, angle-based
beamformers and combiners, which incur CSI overhead that
scales only with the number of served users rather than the
total number of serving antennas, have been proposed. Finally,
a new max-min power/weight control algorithm and associated
AP selection scheme that significantly improve the downlink
and uplink sum-rate and energy efficiency compared to equal-
power allocation and water-filling power control have been
proposed.
The spectral efficiency of the presented FDD-based cell-free
massive MIMO system has been shown to outperform that
of cell-based systems for an adequate number of antennas at
the APs and a small number of APs. Furthermore, when the
number of active users in the system is small, the spectral
efficiency also improves upon equipping the users with an
adequate number of antennas.
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